Several studies have been proposed to investigate the association between alcohol consumption and risk of Barrett's esophagus (BE), but as of yet, no quantitative summary of the literature to clarify the relationship between them. In our study, twenty eligible cohort studies involving 42925 participants were identified. Combined relative risk (RR) ratios for the highest versus lowest alcohol consumption levels were calculated. The alcohol dose-response analysis was performed to investigate the association between the increment consumption of 10 g/d alcohol and the risk of developing BE. Subgroup analyses were used to examine heterogeneity across the studies. A combined RR of 0.98 (0.62-1.34) was found when comparing highest vs. lowest alcohol consumption levels for BE. An inverse association between alcohol and incidence of BE (RR 0.51; 95% CI: 0.055-0.96) was demonstrated in women. Moreover, Asian drinkers had a relative higher risk of BE (RR 1.34; 95% CI: 1.11-1.56) compared with Western drinkers. In conclusion, our results showed that overall alcohol consumption was not associated with increased BE incidence. The limited data available on alcohol consumption supports a tentative inversion of alcohol consumption with BE risk in women, while Asian drinkers tend to have a higher risk of BE.
Barrett's esophagus (BE) is defined as a change in the distal esophageal epithelium of any length characterized by columnar type mucosa during endoscopy and is further confirmed to have intestinal metaplasia by histopathological examinations 1 . BE is considered as a complication of chronic GERD (gastroesophageal reflux disease) and to predispose to EAC (esophageal adenocarcinoma) 2 , therefore, it is of high clinical significance to investigate the risk factors for BE.
BE, affects approximately 2% of the Western population, is most prevalent disease in white men aged over 50. The incidence of BE has progressively increased in recent decades, especially in Western countries. The reasons for this are largely unknown, and several lifestyle and dietary risk factors, including BMI (body mass index) 3, 4 , alcohol intake 5, 6 , smoking 6, 7 , job type, education 8 and drug use, have been proposed and investigated thoroughly. Potentially, modifiable risk factors for BE include gastroesophageal reflux disease and abdominal obesity, while use of aspirin and non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) may prevent the development of BE.
Among these lifestyle factors, the association between alcohol and risk of BE remains unclear and even controversial 9 . Higher alcohol consumption was once reported to be positively associated with BE [10] [11] [12] . By contrast, data from other studies had generally reported no association between alcohol consumption and risk of BE 3, 4, 8 ; Moreover, results among studies reporting beverage-specific effects on BE were conflicting. Some have reported that BE was inversely associated with wine consumption 4, 8 , while others have found that people who consumed liquor would have a high risk of BE 4 .
In light of the inconsistent findings to date, there is a need to comprehensively investigate the associations between alcohol and BE, as well as the quantification of alcohol effects on BE. To this end, we performed a comprehensive meta-analysis of previous studies to evaluate the possible relationship between alcohol consumption and the risk of BE.
Results
Search results and characteristics of included studies. From 2117 studies initially identified, 15 articles met our inclusion criteria (Fig. 1) . Altogether twenty studies involving 42925 participants and 3775 cases of BE were identified according to the inclusion criteria in the pooled-analysis. The characteristics of these studies are summarized in Supplementary Table 1. A total of 41593 subjects were from Western countries [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] and 1332 subjects 16, 17 were from Asia. Among them, six studies provided RRs for BE in men (7593 cases) 3, 5, 7, 15, 17 and five studies provided RRs for women (7130 cases) 3, 5, 7, 15 , respectively. Four different types of controls were used in these studies. Among them, Population based control (30176 cases) 3, 4, 9, 12 used in five studies, endoscopic negative control (3683 cases) 6, 11, 14, 17 in five studies , mixed control (5719 cases) 10, 13, 16 in three studies, and inflammation control (3347 cases) 5, 7, 8, 15 in eight studies.
The BE incidence in highest level compared with lowest level of alcohol consumption. The combined RR of 0.98 (95% CI: 0.62-1.34) was determined from twenty studies comparing highest versus lowest alcohol consumption levels against cases of BE (Fig. 2) . Stratified results are shown in Table 1 by geographic region, sex and control types. When subgrouping by geographic region, a positive association between higher alcohol consumption and incidence of BE (RR: 1.34; 95% CI: 1.11-1.56) was demonstrated in the Asian studies. However, no significant association was revealed in the population from western countries. Interestingly, women who consumed more alcohol were less likely to suffer from BE (RR: 0.51; 95% CI: 0.055-0.96). As per the studies in men, no statistically significant findings could be noted (RR: 1.17; 95% CI: 0.82-1.53).
We further subgrouped the subjects based on the type of control used in these studies, and found no significant tendency of higher alcohol consumption to higher risk of BE in population control (RR: 0.848; 95% CI: 0.58-1.15), inflammation control (RR: 0.58; 95% CI: 0.13-1.02), mixed control (RR: 1.38; 95% CI: 0.99-1.77), or negative control (RR: 1.18; 95% CI: 0.84-1.53), respectively. Increment of 10 g/d alcohol consumption with BE incidence. By using the dose-response analysis, we did not find the association between an increase in alcohol consumption of 10 g/d and the risk of developing BE (RR: 0.90; 95% CI: 0.79-1.01) (Fig. 3) . The results for the stratified analysis of the increment of 10 g/d alcohol consumption based on the geographic region are shown in Table 2 . However, a Publication bias. Publication bias was estimated by Begg's and Egger's tests (Table 1 ). There was no statistically significant publication bias in the literature on highest versus lowest level of alcohol consumption and BE (Fig. 4A ) in both sexes, as well as increment of 10 g/d alcohol consumption and incidence of BE (Fig. 4B ).
Discussion
In the past century, numerous publications have demonstrated the association between alcohol consumption and the incidence of BE; however, the results are largely controversial 6, 17 . As far as we know, this is the first pooled study to provide comprehensive evidence of the association between alcohol consumption and BE incidence. Our analyses included the combined data from twenty studies reporting 3775 cases of BE, which offered more precise risk estimates. Our results showed that overall alcohol consumption was not associated with increased BE incidence after pooling all data from highest versus lowest comparisons, which is in line with several previous studies 3, 14, 18 . Subgroup analyses showed that Asians who consumed higher level of alcohol had a relative higher incidence of BE than those who never drank alcohol. However, the same tendency was not observed in Western countries. The similar result was demonstrated in the dose-response analysis, including highest vs. lowest analysis and subgroup analysis. A major explanation of this phenomenon is the disparity in alcohol sensitivity among different ethnic groups. Ethanol is metabolized to acetaldehyde within esophageal mucosa, which is determined by the alcohol dehydrogenase 19 . Previous studies revealed that the distribution of human liver alcohol dehydrogenase (ADH2) and the aldehyde dehydrogenase (ALDH2) differs in different populations 20 . The polymorphism of the ALDH2 gene plays a central role in Asian alcohol hypersensitivity and has been associated with the risk for esophageal cancer. The inactive form of aldehyde dehydrogenase-2 (ALDH2), encoded by the gene ALDH2*1/2*2, which is prevalent in Asians, exposes Asians to higher levels of acetaldehyde, an established animal carcinogen, and was a strong risk factor for both synchronous and metachronous multiple esophageal cancers among Asia drinkers. Moreover, the polymorphism of alcohol dehydrogenase 3(ALDH3) in Asians also plays a part in esophageal adenocarcinoma 18 . As a precancerous disease of esophageal cancer, BE patients in Asian countries possessing a different phenotype of ALDH2 and ALDH3 and alcohol metabolism process may be more susceptible to alcohol than Western populations.
An inverse association between highest versus lowest level of alcohol consumption and risk of BE in women was also found in these analyses. However, no significant association was found between alcohol consumption and risk of BE in men. Recent meta-analyses confirmed the existence of a strong relationship between alcohol and hormone-related diseases including cancers 2, 21, 22 ; therefore, a role of alcohol on hormone metabolism and serum levels is plausible. Alcohol can interact with the endocrine system, and affect the homeostasis of estrogen. It has been hypothesized that estrogens play a protective role against esophageal adenocarcinoma 23, 24 . This statement has gained further support from clinical studies 23, 25 and studies in mice model 26 . As a precancerous disease of esophageal adenocarcinoma, BE is also highly affected by estrogens. Experiments in esophageal adenocarcinoma and Barrett's esophagus cells revealed that cells treated with selective estrogen receptor ligands showed decreased cell growth and increased cell apoptosis 23 . Therefore, estrogen might protect against esophageal adenocarcinoma and BE via modulating cell growth and apoptosis. Besides, alcohol metabolism may also contribute to increased production of a form of estrogen called estradiol in women rather than in men 27 . Moreover, 2-methoxyestradiol (2-ME2), an endogenous byproduct of 17β -estradiol (E2), could markedly reduce the Barrett's esophageal adenocarcinoma (BEAC) cell proliferation by regulating apoptotic machinery such as Bcl-2 and Bax. 2-ME2 has been shown to modulate BEAC cell growth and behavior, which appears to play a critical role in the induction of antitumor responses in cancer cells 28 . Above all, alcohol consumption may lead to interruption of estrogen metabolism in liver and increase the serum level of estrogen in women 27 , which could protect women from suffering from BE via an estrogen-induced mechanism. Given the fact that men had a relative lower level of estrogen, the consumption of alcohol may have little effect on the estrogen metabolism in men. And this difference may partially account for the relative inverse relationship between alcohol consumption and BE in women instead of men. However, due to a limited number of included studies in women/men, the conclusion may be not strong enough, and more follow up studies in women are needed to clarify this phenomenon in the future. Traditionally, GERD is divided into three types: NERD (Non-erosive Reflux Disease), RE(Reflux Esophagitis) and BE 29 . And NERD usually progresses into EC via RE or BE 12 . However, a recent hypothesis suggested that the four types of disease are very different lesions that vary from each other. Although there is already much evidence, large numbers of well-designed studies are still required for further confirmation. The subgroup data from our analyses demonstrated that the types of control used in different studies did not affect the relationship between alcohol consumption and BE, which is in consistent with the novel opinion.
Cigarette smoking and BMI are the most likely confounding factors in the relationship between alcohol consumption and BE incidence. The results of our meta-analysis, which was confined to studies that adjusted their results for potential confounding factors including smoking, education levels and body mass index, demonstrated a more precise association between alcohol consumption and BE incidence.
Several limitations should be considered in our analysis. Firstly, although we tried rescaling alcohol consumption to the number of grams daily, the methods for measuring alcohol consumption in the included trials differed across studies, resulting in attenuation of inverse association. Secondly, several attempts have been made to separate the effects of different types of alcoholic beverages. Some authors reported no apparent differences, while others reported greater risks with beer, and a lower risk with wine. Due to a limited number of such sufficiently stratified subgroup studies, we have considered only total alcohol consumption in the present overview, which could have distorted the results. Given that only few studies were included in the stratified subgroup analysis, the RRs of subgroup analysis may be partially biased to some extent and should be tested with follow up studies. Another open issue is the definition of former drinkers, which in some studies may include only a fraction of former drinkers. However, the time-risk relations between alcohol consumption and BE are complex, and misclassification of former drinkers should have led to an underestimate of the real association. It is likely, moreover, that alcohol consumption was systematically under-reported in several studies. Consequently, all the RRs may be biased towards lower levels of consumption because of selective under-reporting by cases.
Notwithstanding the limitations discussed above, this analysis still includes most of the published information on alcohol and BE, consequently providing a most accurate relative risk estimates. In summary, there is insufficient evidence from these eligible studies to conclude that alcohol consumption is significantly associated with the risk of BE. Some of the findings from this meta-analysis are innovative and of specific relevance, including an apparently stronger association of BE with alcohol consumption in Asia than in Western countries, and relative lower risk of BE for alcohol consumption in women than for alcohol consumption in men. Although some of the conclusions maybe biased, the results may also provide certain improvement of the knowledge of BE risk. Further large prospective cohort studies, with careful control of confounding factors, are needed to reach a more definitive conclusion as to whether the consumption of alcohol can lead to BE. And related researches are required to identify the underlying mechanism.
Methods
Search strategy. We searched the Pubmed and Embase databases from June 1966 to July 2014 for studies of alcohol consumption in relation to risk of Barrett's esophagus that were published in English. The terms "Barrett's Esophagus" or "Barrett Esophagus" or "Barrett's Oesophagus" or "Barrett Oesophagus" and "alcohol" or "beverage" or "consumption" were searched as text word or MeSH terms if possible. Some studies were searched manually in the reference lists of relevant articles.
Inclusion criteria. Studies were included if the following inclusion criteria were satisfied: 1) only studies designed as case-control, nested case-control, cohort study or cross-sectional study were included; 2) BE was inspected on endoscopy and confirmed by pathologist as specialized intestinal metaplasia (SIM); 3) RR estimates and corresponding 95% CIs were reported in the study, or data were adequate to calculate them; 4) an inner control group was applied when calculating the risk estimate.
Exclusion criteria. Studies were excluded if they met any of the following criteria: 1) the full text of the article could not be obtained; 2) the necessary clinical characteristics of BE patients were insufficient, such as lack of the amount of alcohol consumption; 3) BE diagnosed only on endoscopic appearance and without histological confirmation.
Data extraction. Data were extracted via a recognized data extraction form, collecting the following information: the first author, publication year, country, follow-up period, number of participants, sex, measurements of alcohol consumption, adjusted variables, the risk estimates and their corresponding 95% CIs or data used to calculate them. If a study provided separate RR estimates for men and women, we treated the RRs as two different studies. If a study contained several RR estimates, we took the RR reflecting the greatest extent of control for underlying confounders. If a study applied different types of control, we choose inflammation control data preferentially, and then endoscopic negative control, mixed control; population control was the last choice. In addition, adjusted RRs were selected in preference to non-adjusted RRs. All the data were examined by two independently reviewers (Lin-Lin Ren and Ting-Ting Yan) for eligibility and quality and divergences were resolved by a third reviewer (Zhen-Hua Wang). Statistical analysis. Pooled RRs for highest vs. lowest categories of alcohol consumption on the risk of BE from each study were calculated by applying a random effects model. Separate RRs were calculated to compare BE cases with different control groups, namely the GERD control group, non-GERD control group, population control group and mixed control group, sex and geographic region. For dose-response analysis, a risk estimate for an increment of alcohol consumption of 10 g/day for each study was calculated to normalize the variation between studies in the difference in exposure categories using methods proposed by Greenland and Longnecker 30 . In different studies, alcohol consumption was presented by grams of alcohol/wine/beer/liquor, cups of alcohol/wine/beer/liquor consumption, or duration of alcohol/wine/beer/liquor consumption; therefore, we rescaled alcohol consumption according to published articles 31, 32 . If a study showed the exact gram of alcohol consumption or conversion method, we transferred the alcohol consumption as described. If a study did not provide the gram of alcohol, total amount of alcohol consumed was estimated at 12.8 g for a glass, bottle, or can of beer (12 oz),11g for a glass of wine (4 oz), and 14 g for a shot of liquuor (1.5 oz). One drink was defined as 12.8 g of alcohol (median amount of alcohol in beer, wine, and liquor), as shown in Supplementary Table 1. Then we obtained the general RR estimates by pooling the separate RR using the inverse of the corresponding variance coefficient as weights.
The degree of heterogeneity across the studies was calculated via the Q statistic 33 , whose statistical significance was set at 0.10 34 . If the significant heterogeneity was less than 0.10, the random model rather than the fixed-effects model was used for further analysis. Subgroup analyses were explored to identify the causes of heterogeneity. For the publication bias, we checked the funnel plots with Begg's test 34 and Egger's test 35 , and the results were regarded as statistically significant if the P value was less than 0.10
35
. All analyses were performed with Stata version 11.0 software.
